THE BREAKFAST CLUB
A FILM BY WES ANDERSON
“WE FOUND OUT IS THAT EACH ONE OF US IS A BRAIN...AND AN ATHLETE...AND A BASKET CASE...A PRINCESS...AND A CRIMINAL.” LINGERING EYE LEVEL CLOSE UP OF EACH FACE. LIGHT BACKGROUND.
“YOU HAVE EXACTLY 8 HOURS AND 54 MINUTES TO THINK ABOUT WHY YOU’RE HERE.” WIDE SHOT. SYMMETRICAL SEATING. BLUE THEME.
“DETENTION” WIDE SHOT. HANDWRITTEN WORDS. LINGERS.
“DON’T MESS WITH THE BULL YOUNG MAN, YOU’LL GET THE HORNS.” RARE FULL BODY SHOT OF BILL MURRAY. RIGHT HAND IS SYMMETRICAL WITH THE HEAD. BLUE THEME.
“EAT. MY. SHORTS.” CLOSE UP OF FACE, EYES LOOKING UP OUT OF FRAME. LIGHT PASTEL BACKGROUND COLORS.
NO LINES. CLASSIC ROCK SONG PLAYING. RHYTHMED DANCING. LIGHT PASTEL BLUE BACKGROUND. HARD TRANSITION TO RUNNING IN THE HALLS
RUNNING IN THE HALLS. BLUE LOCKER BACKGROUND. CLASSIC ROCK SONG STILL PLAYING IN THE BACKGROUND.
“WHEN YOU GROW UP, YOUR HEART DIES.” WHIP PAN TO CHARACTER'S FACE AND CENTER. HOLD FRAME, LINGER IN AWKWARD SILENCE.
“WE ARE, THE BREAKFAST CLUB.” PAN DOWN FROM TOP OF PAPER TO BOTTOM. LINGER ON WORDS AND HOLD FRAME.